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Today‘s
schedule

▪ Change and me

▪ Change Management

People, Models, Resistances

▪ tts User Adoption Approach

▪ Questions?
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Participate!

▪ Little practice run: Rate how you are feeling today
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Change and me
What does Change Management have to do with 
me?



Resistance to Change is normal

"Digital Learning. That's
rubbish. It continues to 
come down to the
people..."

„Everything

was better in 

the old days“



Everything was 
better in the old 

days?
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What kind of employees do I have?

Who can I motivate for change and who can I never motivate?

Douglas McGregor: The X-Y-Theory
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Excercise: Rate the following groups!

How would you rate them?

▪ Yourself

▪ Your organisation

▪ Google

▪ The tax office

a) Unmotivated, need instruction, need external 

motivation, avoid or dislike work

b) Interested in work, take over responsibility, 

intrinsic motivation, creative
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Is this true?
What does such a conception of humanity mean?
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What type of person am I?
Change needs many abilities and different roles

In which environment can people give their best?
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Change
Looking at the human
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The Stake-Holder Analysis
A "political consideration“

Stakeholder Influence on the

project

Attitude to the

project

Expectations/

Fears

Measures

Position, 

department, 

etc.. 

Scale from 1 

(low) to 5 (high)

++

+

0

-

--

Details Details

Evaluation of relevant stakeholders based on selected criteria

Interaction

Weighting on 
change projects

Positioning to the 
change project

Internal & external persons, 
groups, institutions

Interest in the effects of the 
change project

Concrete

substeps, 

time 

specifications

What do I want to 
achieve?

What am I afraid of 
losing?

Strictly Confidential!
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Stakeholder classification
Strategic Communication
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Neglect

Convince Form coalitions

Use as a multiplier
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Accepting change
Looks different for everybody

Dominance of the matter

Dominance of emotions

Ignore

Deny
Discover / 

Explore

Apply

But not everybody

makes it to acceptance..



Looking at the individual person
How do we support the change most effectively? 

How do we overcome resistances? 

How do we win our employees for the project?

30.11.2021
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Change
Overcoming resistances



The Change Story
Communicate the change the right way

Change 
Story

Necessity of change

Upcoming challenges

What you can expect 
from me / company

What this means for 
you

Memorable, understandable narrative

Open and honest communication, attunement to 
change

Creates acceptance for change

Can be short understanding of the change or speech from 
the CEO
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Central explanatory model: The iceberg
A widely applicable tool and explanatory model

Resistance and conflicts can never be explained without 

looking "below the water surface". 

Visible behaviour vs. invisible thoughts and worries
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Powerful motivators
How do I win over employees for the project?

▪ Deci & Ryan's leading motivational theory identifies the following key motivators (see also "User Adoption): 

Autonomy, 

Experience of competence and

Social inclusion

▪ Learning and activity theories cite "autonomy and complete actions" as motivational supports.

▪ The technology acceptance model names the following as the main factors for the acceptance of new software

their perceived ease of use

its perceived usefulness (important for change story)

▪ We know from experience - and the Internet age shows us this in particular: 

Recognition is a very big "driver" for people
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What does this mean for employee training?

Different levels of change need different 

methods and volume of support.

Comprehensive user

documentation, 

performance support

Webinars/Info sessions

High-quality e-learning

offerings

Virtual training/ Virtual Live 

Classroom.

Classical classroom trainings,

Individual coaching/ 

Hypercare

learning communities, 

ongoing standard

training ...
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What does this mean for employee training?

Different levels of change need different 

methods and volume of support.

Comprehensive user

documentation, 

performance support

Webinars/Info sessions

High-quality e-learning

offerings

Virtual training/ Virtual Live 

Classroom.

Classical classroom trainings,

Individual coaching/ 

Hypercare

learning communities, 

ongoing standard

training ...

How do we structure 

all of this content?
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tts User Adoption
We bring change management and training 
together

Foto von davisuko auf Unsplash

https://unsplash.com/@davisuko?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/de/fotos/5E5N49RWtbA?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


"User adoption is the 

key to any successful 

software operation."
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What about you?

Have you ever experienced the failure of an IT project?

If so, why do you think it failed?
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Resistance to change is normal!

"Digital Learning. That's
rubbish. It continues to 
come down to the
people..."

„Everything

was better in 

the old days“
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Resistance to change is normal!

"Digital Learning. That's
rubbish. It continues to 
come down to the
people..."

„Everything

was better in 

the old days“

What is our approach?

The users in the

center



For a successful 
implementation of an IT 
application, a change of 
perspective is necessary
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The goal is to understand what the end users’ needs 

are and how they will use the new application.

→ This is the core of User Adoption



Are the users at the center of the implementation of 
the IT application?
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What strategies do you use 

to increase user 

acceptance?What is the attitude of 

different groups of users 

towards the software?

Do you have a qualification 

plan? Is this communicated 

transparently?

Do you know the needs, 

wishes and fears of your 

employees?

Are there clear goals to be 

achieved with the 

implementation? Are these 

communicated 

transparently?



"User Adoption promotes guidance throughout the 

whole lifecycle of the IT application."

VALUE CREATION
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Exemplary development of the vision for 
user adoption

Vision

Define goals/strategic

orientation



Develop general goals and strategic 
orientation of the new IT application

WHY?

What is the new IT application 

being introduced for?  

What should improve for 

the organization?

What should improve for the users?

HOW?

How does the new IT application differ from 

the previous one?

What specifically distinguishes it?

WHAT?

How should the new IT application be structured? 

(Features, properties, platforms, etc.)

User Adoption Assessment

Why is active support of user

adoption particularly important?

Boundary/framework conditions and 

levers of action

Under what limiting circumstances is 

the IT application used?

What factors promote its success?



Exemplary development of the vision for 
user adoption

Vision

Analyze needs/demands 

of users and other 

stakeholders, develop 

personas

Define goals/strategic

orientation
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PERSONAS: Analyzing the needs and requirements of 
users and other stakeholders

Who? 

Designation

Stakeholder

Brief description

influence & interest

What 

problems does 

the stakeholder 

have in the 

current 

situation?

What gains 

does the 

stakeholder 

expect from the 

IT application?



Exemplary development of the vision for 
user adoption

Vision

Develop and prioritize User 

Stories+

Analyze needs/demands 

of users and other 

stakeholders, develop 

personas

Define goals/strategic

orientation
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Develop and prioritize User Stories+

The goal is to understand what the end users want and should do with the IT application 

in the work process, how they do it, and how to recognize that they are successful.

I do this by ...
(Description of the 

application/function)

As <function, role> 

in <team> ...
I know it was 

successful when ...
(KPIs, success criteria)

... I would like to ...

(Description of the 

desired task/activity)



Exemplary development of the vision for 
user adoption

Vision

Develop and measure

success criteria
Develop and prioritize User 

Stories+

Analyze needs/demands 

of users and other 

stakeholders, develop 

personas

Define goals/strategic

orientation



Learning Value Transparency

With the tts Learning Value Transparency 

approach, these added values of learning 

become visible on the following levels:



Exemplary development of the vision for 
user adoption

Vision

Define

Learner Journey 

Develop and measure

success criteria
Develop and prioritize User 

Stories+

Analyze needs/demands 

of users and other 

stakeholders, develop 

personas

Define goals/strategic

orientation
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Example:

Learner Journey as a test and summary of the 
work results



The three superordinate subsets of user adoption
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Successful

Transformation

System Health

Successful

system application

Strategy / 

value creation
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Never blame the users!!

▪ The users are never to blame

▪ Resistance against change is useful!

▪ Always have the users‘ perspective in mind



Thank you
tts Deutschland

Schneidmühlstr. 19 | 69115 Heidelberg

tt-s.com

Lisa Müller-Gebühr
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